Premium smart connectivity
for Build to Rent.

A smart connectivity solution by

Black Fibre: Not just another ISP
Black Fibre is Telcom's premium smart connectivity solution, crafted
specifically to cater for Build to Rent developments and optimised
for the best tenant experience.
Unbundled services
We believe in giving consumers what they want and
not imposing additional services upon them. Unlike
other providers we offer true unbundling of services
such that if you just want internet that’s what we’ll
provide.

Premium, future-ready connectivity
We don’t think of ourselves as a traditional ISP. With a focus on
technological innovation our Black Fibre ultrafast connections are doorways
to the future ensuring your residential property keeps pace with the latest
smart technology innovation.
Lightning fast speeds, with
options up to 10Gbps
(10,000Mbps)
Unprecedented symmetric
upload and download speeds

Secure by design, including a
built in firewall
Bespoke connectivity with
round the clock support

Business grade home internet
with built in backup

Read more at telcom.uk/prs
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Why Black Fibre?

Position your development as a market leader.

10
Gbps

Managed
Internet

Advanced
Infrastructure

Ubiquitous
WiFi

Property
Technology

• Additional operating income
for the development through
our 70/30 revenue share
options.
• Internet that is 200x faster
than the UK average,
delivered via full fibre.
• Hassle free move in
experience for residents
ensuring resident
satisfaction.
• Attract tenants and retain
residents.

• Cutting edge and future
proofed infrastructure
supporting advances in smart
buildings.
• An infrastructure solution
which increases real and
perceived development value.
• A reduction in total cost of
ownership, more sustainable
building operation and
enhanced user experiences.
• Full network control and
ownership.

• Building-wide connectivity.
• Residents can enjoy their
own, secure WiFi wherever
they are in your development.

• A complete end to end
turnkey solution and service
for integration across your
property technology stack.
• Our solution supports an
ever-growing range of smart
devices that enrich the
overall residential experience.

Read more at telcom.uk/prs
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Black Fibre for Build-To-Rent

Developed to provide an outstanding
connectivity experience.
Outstanding Resident Experience

Future Proof Technology

Everything Connected

Core
Principles

Ubiquitous WiFi
Reduced Building Operating Costs

For streaming, gaming, work and
play

Cutting edge
technology
Always providing next
generation technology solutions

Read more at telcom.uk/prs

Increased Building Efficiency
Cutting Edge Security

Operator benefits

Resident benefits
Fast and reliable
managed internet

Market Leading Services

Ubiquitous WiFi
Everything connected, in every
corner of the apartment and
throughout the development

A seamless
experience
We supply and manage every
element

Seamless support

High quality service

With 24/7 UK based support, a
fleet of local field engineers and
quick solutions

Bespoke and fully planned

Revenue stream
Earn money on every
connection and upgrade

Cost and carbon
reduction
Smart solutions that reduce
operational costs and carbon
footprint
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Key elements

The four building blocks
Every development is different, our BTR solution is comprised of four
building blocks that create a bespoke solution for your project.

Infrastructure
Advanced Infrastructure
throughout the development.

Managed Internet &
WiFi
Managed internet solutions that
get residents connected.

Data & Insight

Property Technology

A platform to collect and analyse
data, enabling intelligent insight &
control.

Devices and solutions that enable
smart buildings and tenant
engagement.

Our four building blocks enable a turn key end to end solution.
Read more at telcom.uk/prs
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Key elements

A Linear Approach
Each building block optimises the next in the property technology
stack.

PROPTECH

AI

Advanced Infrastructure
(AI) saves space in a
development, reduces
duplication and provides
the best platform for
exceptional internet and not
tied to a single provider.

Read more at telcom.uk/prs

DATA

DATA

INTERNET

INTERNET

INTERNET

AI

AI

AI

Managed Internet built on
AI enables future choice
and the opportunity to
add on ubiquitous Wi-Fi
to keep pace with resident
expectations.

All the while the collection
of data at every level
helps build a deeper and
deeper understanding of
the development and its
residents.

All ‘PropTech’ solutions
rely upon ubiquitous
internet coverage to
enable operators to run
smarter more efficient
developments.
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Implementation

Solutions tailored to suit your
development's needs.
1

2

3

4

+

Infrastructure

Setup

Managed Internet

Building Extras

Tech services

Standard
infrastructure

Partial Capex

Ubiquitous WiFi

Property
Technology

or

or

or

and/or

and/or

Advanced
infrastructure

Free

White labelled

Mobile coverage

Data & Insights

Resulting in a service exceeding those of your residents.
Quick Install

Plug & Play

Fully Redundant Backup

By taking a hybrid approach and owning
our own wireless network we don't need
to wait for a 3rd party fibre installation
before activating a building.

Available the same day the resident
moves into their home. Option to preregister via an online portal/app or
choose a service there and then. No
engineer visit required.

Once the fibre is installed, the wireless
becomes the backup meaning you never
have to worry about your residents'
service. Only Telcom can provide such a
resilient service.

Read more at telcom.uk/prs
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Our customers

A history of working with great customers.
CASE STUDY

Manhattan Loft Gardens

A few of our
fantastic customers:

‘London’s Sexiest New Skyscraper’
SUNDAY TIMES STYLE MAGAZINE

TYPE

Hybrid Build to Rent, Hotel & Direct Sale

APARTMENTS

248

DEVELOPER

Manhattan Loft Corporation

PRODUCT

Blackfibre Managed Internet

SERVICE

•
•
•

100Mbps inclusive managed internet for every
apartment.
10 Gigabit (10,000Mbps) upgrade available for every
apartment.
Business internet provided to ‘The Stratford’ boutique
hotel.

"Our latest premium development demanded cutting edge connectivity, something that stands
out from the rest and Telcom’s BlackFibre product didn’t disappoint.
The internet speeds are beyond belief and the professionalism and flexibility of the whole team
from planning and installation to their ongoing support is second to none."
- Maki Benvenuto, General Manager, MLG.

Read more at telcom.uk/prs
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Our Commercial Approach

Win-win commercial partnership
Our commercial model for Managed Internet
enables Black Fibre developments to generate an
additional revenue stream and provides a return
on investment for the developer.

Managed Internet
We have several different pricing structures so you can choose the one that
best suits your commercial strategy:
BILLING

Earn

£19-100

Internet included in
rent.

per home, per month
via revenue share

CAPEX

Our Build to Rent managed
internet provides developers
with a significant profit
opportunity.

Partial
installation fee

70%

n/a

30%

30%

revenue share
Free installation

revenue share

Read more at telcom.uk/prs

Not included in rent.
Billed directly to
residents.

revenue share
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Boosting Your WiredScore

WiredScore Home Certification
What does WiredScore Home certify?

WiredScore is the internationallyrecognised connectivity rating scheme
for real estate. They help landlords
navigate the complicated world of
in-building technology and futureproof their properties, by providing
the world’s only certification for digital
infrastructure and connectivity.

Read more at telcom.uk/prs

Master planning

Infrastructure

There overall plan for connecting
the internet, TV and mobile to the
building, including robustness,
reliability and contingency
planning.

How the infrastructure of the
building - and its apartments supports digital connectivity. Its
capacity and flexibility to support
future technology.

Services

Performance &
Innovation

The quality, range and flexibility
of service on offer to renters.
For example, how quickly can
residents install broadband and its
WiFi available in common areas?

Assessing the management’s
monitoring of and response to
connectivity issues. Recognising
and rewarding innovations that
improve the digital experience.

Every BlackFibre deployment is not only designed to be
compatible with WiredScore Home but enhances the overall
certification level to ensure Gold or Platinum.
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How we compare

Speeds Available

Up to 10Gbps
(10,000Mbps)

Up to 100Mbps

Up to 1Gbps

Up to 1Gbps

Technology

FTTH & Cat6

WiFi

FTTH & Cat6

Cat6

Location

Manchester

Sheffield

Bristol

London

Backup

Wireless Backup

No Backup

No Backup

No Backup

Optional

Yes

Optional

Yes

SLA

100%

99.99%

99.99%

99.99%

Support

24/7

24/7

24/7

24/7

Fix Time

Under 4 Hours

8 Hours

8 Hours

8 Hours

Roof Space
Monetisation









Integrations

App & CRM

None

CRM

None

Income Potential









No provider exclusivity









Installation Cost

Read more at telcom.uk/prs
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Get in touch to request a
Black Fibre upgrade proposal,
tailored for your development.
0330 122 2970

blackfibre@telcom.uk

telcom.uk/prs

© Telcom Networks Limited
24/26 Lever Street, Manchester, M1 1DZ
09085579, registered in England & Wales
Read more at telcom.uk/prs
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